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At the fall Zone Commanders' meeting held in
Kelowna on October 19th, we had the privilege to
honour one of our own for 50 years as a member
of PEP Air. Charles Pachal started July 1, 1969
flying his C-210 for the Provincial Emergency
Program looking for downed aircraft and missing
persons. Today he is still very active at the young
age of 98. He still signs all the cheques that are
sent out to our members and makes sure that all
entries into TMMS is correct. There is an article on
his accomplishments further in this Newsletter so I
won't go any further with comments at this point
only to say, “Congratulations Chuck”.

Alton King, Director General
PEP Air - CASARA

On other matters within the province the search is on-going whenever SouthEast
and Central Zones do a training exercise for the missing PA28 from Cranbrook to
Kamloops in June of 2017. The family sent a letter that is also posted in this
Newsletter for all to read, a very touching letter of gratitude from them to all our
members (Page 7). We had a SAREX out of Kamloops earlier this summer in
hopes of finding the missing RV6 from Edmonton to Chilliwack last year.
Unfortunately, there were no positive results. The area of concern is many miles
from any airport with fuel so there are long transits involved. We will continue
every chance we get to locate this one as well. If you should be transiting
through the Blue River area on a flight, please keep a look out.
We recently had twelve pilots from Vancouver Island and the Lower Mainland
attend a full day course at the SFU hypobaric chamber simulating hypoxia. It
was very well received and we will look at doing this again with more crew
members when funding allows. We also had a Search Coordinator mini-course
done in Prince George last month. We were able to certify four new SCs and two
SCs who sat in as a refresher. We hope to do the same in the SWE in the spring
of 2020.
As this is the last Newsletter this year, I, and my wife Wendy would like to extend
to each and every member of PEP Air – CASARA a hearty Thank You for all your
time and effort you put into the program and wish you a Very Merry Christmas
and the Happiest of New Year to one and All.

Alton
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If you thought Chuck Pachal would be happy to hang up his
flying helmet after a twenty-seven year career in the
RCAF…you'd be wrong. For a further fifty years he has been
the patriarch of CASARA. “Civil and military aviation search
and rescue practices would not be at the high level they are
today without Chuck's tireless commitment,“ said Alton King,
Director General for PEP Air at a recent dinner honouring
Chuck Pachal.
Mr. Pachal began volunteering for PEP Air in 1969, bringing
with him his expertise as a pilot, along with his plane. Since
then he has put in over five hundred hours flight time
searching for downed aircraft, missing hikers, hunters and
boats, saving several lives in the process.
He has been a director for PEP Air, a founding member of
CASARA and has been its president. During his fifty years of
volunteerism he has designed provincial and national training
programs, and guided the direction of these programs. Mr.
Pachal has brought a nascent volunteer civilian search and
rescue program, unheard of fifty years ago, to a mature
program for the public good. PEP Air and CASARA liaise
closely with the RCAF, particularly 442 Squadron in Comox,
ground SAR groups throughout the province, the RCMP,
along with various other municipal police forces and agencies.

Girls
Fly
Too!
I would like to thank all of you who volunteered your time to help out at the Girls Fly Too! event. The "many
hands" made it easier to talk to the kids and adults who stopped by our booth. The weather this year was
great...clouds with sun but no rain! We had approximately 403 people stop by our booth. Many of them
were children who were quite young, some of the mid-teen girls did show an interest, and some of the
parents were quite interested. Seventeen left their names and email contact. Many took a brochure and
Tom's contact card.
Thank you again for all your help,
Ruth Ilg (ZBB)
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Snake 906 landing at
Chilliwack with a group of
CASARA members from
Boundary Bay, then
swapping them out for a
group from Abbotsford, then
finally returning to Chilliwack
to take on the ZBB group and
returning to Boundary Bay.

The Cormorant crew.
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ZBB group in Chilliwack
above and at left, the
Abbotsford group waiting
their turn.
ZBB’s Bill Emerslund on his
last day in full kit (on
reaching that “certain”
age!), was fortunate
enough to get on the
ride...making for a great
birthday present!
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Good Day,
On behalf of the families of Alex Simons and Sydney Robillard, we would
like to extend our deepest respect and gratitude for your ongoing efforts to
search for our children. The greatest hurt is when time passes by and it
seems like the world has moved on without them. Yet, we discovered that
compassion prevails in the heart of search and rescue.
We received a phone call from Alton King a few weeks ago, notifying us of
the events that transpired during the investigation of a reported lead. We
first want to say - thank you, Alton, for your compassionate delivery of a
difficult phone call. It was a heart stopping moment when we realized we
could almost touch the miracle. We are grateful for your ability to always
navigate with gentle expertise and kindness.
All members of Pep Air/CASARA, amazing volunteers and a special
recognition to Eclipse Helicopters Ltd. – ALL OF YOU. You are our heroes.
We recognize the magnitude of the donation of your services and it humbles
us deeply to know that you would do what you do for our children, for our
families. From the bottom of our hearts we thank you for your selfless and
generous efforts.
Thank you to Fred Carey for being a source of guidance and support to us
from day one. You patiently and graciously helped us navigate through this
difficult journey of aviation and search and rescue. You always found time in
your busy schedule to have those conversations and made us feel
supported – we are so grateful.
We have come to learn that many people involved in the world of search
and rescue are not just doing a job. Not only do you bring forward depth of
expertise, resources, time and energy but there is investment that goes
much further into the human heart. We understand the heavy burden that
you carry when you are out there looking for our loved ones and we’re
certain you carry it with you even after the search is done. We promise you it does not go unnoticed. We see your commitment. We know how hard you
work and we give our heartfelt thanks for your service every single day.
We have lost what we treasure most in life and that is our children, but
through suffering we also see the greatest of blessings. It gives us
tremendous comfort to know that there are still eyes in the sky and that Alex
and Sydney have not been forgotten.
Thank you all for being a light of hope in our lives. Our hearts are full.
God Bless,
Matthew Simons & Natalie Lindgren
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“Think Outside the Zone”
There is a normal tendency among our 535 members to focus heavily on the very familiar terrain in their normal
'Area of Operation' (AOO) to the exclusion of any other areas. As members of the larger PEP Air/CASARA
family any member may be requested to provide air, ground, or SHQ support outside their normal AOO. This
has been the case in the two most recent major SARs (GDTK and GFPK), both aircraft have not been located.
In November, A/PTO McSorley and I, along with the RCAF, conducted a Search Coordinator Course over three
days in Prince George. As the SC Course Director, I highlighted the cases of PEP Air members operating
outside their normal AOO supporting a major search effort, from two or more airbases. For SAR GFPK we had
110 members (air, ground, and SHQ) provide over 3,000 hours on task, with participation from five of our six
zones. A current and certified member may participate in their position anywhere in British Columbia, and
outside the province elsewhere in Canada. Indeed, PEP Air has participated in prolonged major searches
outside of BC.

On 23 November twelve PEP Air pilots participated in high altitude (hypoxia) training at Simon Fraser University
in Burnaby. All participants undertook academic theory on pulmonary physiology relevant to hypoxia and
carbon monoxide exposure, and then entered the certified hypobaric chamber for two “flights” at various
altitude equivalents up to FL250 (25,000'). Each participant experienced the insidious effects of hypoxia, and
performed tasks to determine level of cognitive dysfunction. This training was physician supervised, and
assessed as very valuable in the formal feedback from all twelve participants.
Thank you to Sherri Ferguson, Director of the Environmental Medicine and Physiology Unit (at SFU) and her
highly skilled team for providing this valuable 'High-Altitude Indoctrination' training, all-day Saturday, for our
members.
Continued on next page.
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PTO - From previous page.
We are required to comply with CARS
regarding operations above 10,000' MSL.
PEP Air provides certified filled oxygen tanks
with supply systems, and pulse oximeters for
flight crew operations above 10,000' in daylight
operations. These oxygen use situations may
occur on 'High Bird' communications platforms,
IFR transit flights, crew rotation flights, and
EMBC tasks providing critical rescue
equipment, and/or transporting specialised
SAR animals. Transport Canada, and the US
FAA, recommend oxygen use at 5,000' for
night operations.

PEP Air pilots and
Director Sherri Ferguson.

Continued on next page.

PTO - Continued from previous page.
In my last article I referenced our continuing
efforts to locate several missing aircraft in British
Columbia using space-based sensors. We are
fortunate to be able to leverage the optical, and
synthetic aperture RADAR capabilities from
RADARSAT-2 owned and operated by
MacDonald Dettwiler Associates (MDA
Corporation). I've been in regular contact with
MDA providing the most up to date historical,
and current information, regarding SARs GDTK
(2017) and GFPK (2018).
The advantages of analyzing different modalities
to potentially locate a missing aircraft are the
stationary platform at the time the information is
obtained, ability to zoom in and out, and
comparison to historic sensor information.
Unfortunately, sensory information is provided at
the satellite nadir ('looking' straight down) and,
as any aircrew member will agree, a densely
forested area is similar to looking at the top of a
head of broccoli. Sensor angle, sun position,
depth of snow coverage, all further complicate
the task of locating a missing aircraft.

RADARSAT-2 Data and Products ©
MDA Geospatial Services Inc.
(2008-2019) - All Rights Reserved.
RADARSAT is an official mark of the
Canadian Space Agency.
WorldView Satellite Imagery © 2019
by MAXAR, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Optical and Synthetic Aperture RADAR images of GFPK and GDTK areas of interest.
Continued on next page.

PTO - Continued from previous page.

Optical and Synthetic Aperture RADAR images of GFPK and GDTK areas of interest.

RADARSAT-2 Data and Products © MDA Geospatial Services Inc. (2008-2019)
All Rights Reserved. RADARSAT is an official mark of the Canadian Space Agency.
WorldView Satellite Imagery © 2019 by MAXAR, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Continued on next page.

PTO - Continued from previous page.
Many PEP Air training flights have been dispatched in the last two years, to the high probability
areas, especially in warmer months, in the unceasing efforts to locate a missing aircraft.
I'd like to thank a core group of SWE members with technical expertise in advancing our
4-place procedure trainer at CZBB. Now that we have Internet connectivity to validate the
software keys, 'moveable targets', and development of simulated ELT homing, as well as some
cabling refinements, we are in a better position to provide aircrew coordination training, and
“fly” SAR missions from the safety of an aircraft hangar. Ultimately, I would like to have this
equipment easily packed for easy transit and deployment in airbases throughout the province.
A number of instructors will be required to facilitate such training.
The next Operational Evaluation will be SEA Zone in 2nd quarter 2020. Good luck, I will see
you soon.
We strive to consistently train according to the missions we fly, leverage any available
resources, and remain constantly prepared for any SAR activity mandated by our tasking
agencies - 'that others may live'.

EMBC is in the process of modernizing the Emergency Program Act. Madelaine Maley,
Assistant Deputy Minister Response Operations, Emergency Management BC
emailed Alton King regarding this and is looking for feedback on the discussion paper
they are distributing.
The EMBC discussion paper is fairly long, but pages 38-42 and A4 are of
most interest to the SAR community. The discussion paper is at
https://engage.gov.bc.ca/govtogetherbc/consultation/emergency-program-actmodernization.
The PEP Air Executive would like consolidate
for submission the responses PEP Air members
might have by sending them to
EMBCsarResponse@pepairmaps.ca
by January 4, 2020.
Steve Van Wagoner and Stan Owen
PEP Air Executive Members

www.embc-air.org
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Director Alton King congratulating Keith Kepke from
Creston with a ten year pin and certificate at the Zone
Commanders meeting in October.

www.embc-air.org
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Below: Recognition time at ZBB.
Left to right, Louise Sorokan
(5 years), James Warry (5 years)
and Dave Pelletier (20 years).

www.embc-air.org
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BC SouthWest Zone Runs Two Nav Courses

George Nunn
SW Zone Training Officer

Two separate Nav courses were conducted in Chilliwack on March 23 and March 30, 2019. These were
intended as Nav initial training, and also refresher training for our existing Navs. TMMS now requires
specific entries for Nav training, and many of our Navs did not show the required academic hours needed
to maintain currency. By completing one of these courses, each member received seven classroom
hours of training specific to Navigators, fulfilling the initial training requirements and recurrent training.
Members from throughout the SW zone made the trek to Chilliwack! I gave them my address and
expected them to find it. If they got lost on this part I suggested an automatic fail would be appropriate.
All found it fine! There was an extra incentive, free lunch! (Chili and buns, fruit and veggies, desserts) and
lots of coffee and goodies for the day. Everyone “passed” the training and feels more confident in their
duties as Navigators. In total, we had nineteen attend these courses and now have a fine new crop of
current and future Navs.

www.embc-air.org
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On October 30th, the Victoria group (Vancouver Island
Zone) had the opportunity to train with the 442
squadron on the CH-149 Cormorant. We were very
excited as the last time our group had training on the
Cormorant was in 2004. Fifteen of us were split into
two groups of eight and seven. We met with the
SARtech and Flight Engineer at the Victoria Flying
Club lobby and they led us to the helicopter. After the
safety briefing, group two hopped back on the ground
to wait for the second flight. Group one strapped in
and watched the pilots completing their pre-flight
checks and getting the machine ready for the flight
We taxied to runway 27, took off and soon after we
were ready for work. The Cormorant has two seats for
the spotters, right behind the cockpit. Each of us had
an opportunity to be on the spotter seat, and to make
a call-around. The SARtech was giving a quick debrief
to each one of us before we stepped aside to make
room for the next spotter. We learned a lot, but we
had twice more fun which was obvious from the big
smiles on everyone's face.
Albena Ivanova

Albena

www.embc-air.org
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FROM THE DESK OF....
Warren McCormick
Provincial Safety Officer

The Safety Program is going National! The Provincial
Safety Officers will be getting status at the national board
and will be meeting with the other provincial officers in
Winnipeg. The exact structure has not been worked out but this
is a big step forward in developing a safety program on a national level for CASARA. The Safety Program
will mesh closely with the Training Program since much of it overlaps, such as, for example, the
development and use of check-lists.
An item discussed at the last SO conference call was the issue of carbon monoxide (CO). Since most
aircraft have air-to-air heat exchangers to provide cabin heat, any crack or loose fit in the exhaust system
can leak CO into the cabin. Also, since the engine sits up front of the cabin, even a leak outside the heat
exchanger can leak CO into the cabin. Even small exposure to CO will block the blood from transporting
oxygen to the body. It is surprising how fast symptoms can occur. Reports of incidents state that occupants
started to notice effects in as little as fifteen minutes. Typical symptoms are light-headedness, dizziness,
headaches, nausea and shortness of breath. Unlike altitude hypoxia where we know when and where it
occurs, we do not know when and where CO poisoning will occur. Obviously, if anything is noticed, open the
windows, turn off heat, turn off cabin air and land as soon as possible. Some other CASARA groups have
investigated monitors and have recommended a unit offered by the Aircraft Spruce Company, the Pocket
CO Detector Model 300. It offers audio and visual alarms as well as a CO level display. Other members
have noted that the unit responds to elevated CO when taxi-ing behind other aircraft. The typical cardboard
sticker with the coloured dot in the middle is of questionable protection. First you have to remember what the
colour was when you started and notice if there has been a change. Second, other chemicals in the air can
interfere with the chemicals in the spot reducing its effectiveness. The useful life of these is hard to estimate
but could be as little as one month, after that it offers no protection.
On the last national PSO call an incident was discussed. A CASARA aircraft on the river training mission
struck a bird near the aircraft's wingtip. Where we tend to fly (lower than 2,000' agl) puts us in the area of
greatest risk. Birds will tend to dive when they see an object such as an aircraft approaching, so likely the
best plan is to stay on your course and hope the bird will evade you. The other issue with this incident is that
the crew continued and finished their training mission. While the damage was limited to sheet metal work on
the leading edge of the wing, it could have damaged a control surface or it could have affected the airflow
and lift generated by the wing. The consensus on the call was that it would have been prudent to land as
soon as possible.
Remember to learn from the mistakes of others, you'll not live long enough to make them all yourself.

Safety does not happen by accident
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Do you have a
photo you’d
like to show?
Send it along!

A/PTO (BC) Pat McSorley showing the CASARA flag on a recent trip to Juno Beach, Normandy.
Top of page, new navigator,
Raymond Kobes learning
the arcane intricacies
of the E6B!
Photo: George Nunn (ZBB)
Motorcycle parked at the
Juneau, Alaska float plane base.
Photo: Trevor Black (ZBB)
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Allan Rempel
Vancouver Island

“Flying” the SFU Hypobaric Chamber
On Saturday November 23, twelve CASARA pilots participated in a High Altitude Indoctrination (HAI) course
using the hypobaric chamber at the Environmental Medicine and Physiology Unit (EMPU) at Simon Fraser
University (SFU) in Burnaby. The course was arranged by PEP Air, the provincial associate of the Civil Air
Search And Rescue Association (CASARA). The hypobaric chamber is capable of simulating pressure
altitudes at least up to 25,000 feet and enables participants to experience the effects of hypoxia at high
altitudes in a safe and controlled environment. It is also connected to an additional hyperbaric chamber
below which can be filled with water and used for divers to experience the high pressures of deep dives.
Sherri Ferguson, Director of the Environmental Medicine and Physiology Unit at SFU taught the course and
conducted the flights, and has personal experience flying, skydiving, and diving in addition to her academic
work in physiology.

18

CASARA

The all-day course began at 8am with paperwork, waivers, discussions of the numerous risks, and medical
assessments including confirmation of our individual current flight medical certifications. Then we began a
two hour ground school class discussing the physics and physiology of high altitude operations using a still
excellent set of cartoons that were originally made to train WW2 farm boy pilots about high altitude flight.
Before lunch we split into two groups of six with the earlier group going first, having farther to go (like back
to the Island) to get back home afterward.
After lunch we began the two "flights". We all got into scrubs and made sure not to bring any contraband
into the chamber. Several of us had our own personal pulse oximeters to compare with the pulse
oximeters that the lab provided. Each group was accompanied by a technician (Ben Zander for the first
flight, Meagan Abele for the second) to keep us all safe, and Dr. Joanne Larsen provided medical
supervision and assessment from outside the chamber. The chamber is big enough to hold at least seven
people but still small enough to trigger bouts of claustrophobia. We had pre-flight safety briefings and
discussed emergency protocols including power failure, earthquake and fire. Before entering, we each prebreathed pure oxygen for thirty minutes to remove nitrogen from our tissues so as to avoid "the bends" and
other decompression symptoms.
19

The flight plan had three stages. First we "climbed" to 5,000 feet and then descended back down to zero feet
to experience the rapid pressure changes and ensure we were able to equalize the pressure in our
eustachian tubes and not experience other discomfort due to varying rates of expansion and contraction. The
chamber climbs and descends at 5,000 fpm, much faster than most of our aircraft are capable. During all
climbs and descents we each held thumbs-up to indicate we were OK, so that the pressure change could be
20

halted if anyone were in difficulty. In the second
stage, we launched up to 25,000 feet. While
there, one half of the participants went off oxygen
to observe how quickly the effects of hypoxia
could set in. At that altitude, we saw pulse
oximeter readings plummet from 98-100% down
to about 70% in as little as one minute, and then
further down to around 63%. During that time we
were asked to do various cognitive tests, which
we could do for a while. However, after five minutes at less than 65% oxygen saturation, disorientation and
other effects began to set in. We put our masks back on while the other half took off their oxygen masks and
had the same experience, and we each monitored our buddy during the process. The third stage was to
descend to 18,000 feet and all (except the technician) remove our oxygen masks to experience twenty-five
minutes of hypoxia at about 70-75% oxygen saturation, while continuing to do cognitive tasks and report on
our self-assessments. While we all remained cogent, it's worth noting that this was in a safe controlled
environment with no mission critical tasks demanded of us. If we were flying a plane at 18,000 feet without
functional oxygen in single-pilot hard IFR with turbulence and needing to make good aeronautical decisions,
that would be an unenviable situation. After this stage, we descended back down to zero feet.
When we finished, we each got Medic Alert bracelets with the phone numbers of the SFU EMPU and the
hyperbaric unit at Vancouver General Hospital. We remained under medical observation for an hour, and
received individual medical assessments. We were prohibited from flying for twenty-four hours, because even
altitudes as low as 1,000 - 3,000 feet could have an impact on our medical fitness following this experience.
Pulse ox levels in the sixties are quite serious -- if a nurse sees a patient with that reading without knowing
why, that's an immediate 911 call. Our pulse oximeters show heart rate as well as oxygen saturation. I found it
21

George Nunn,
SW Zone Training
Officer emerging
from his “flight”!

Are you hypoxic?
Yes
No

X
interesting that many of our heart rates were up around a hundred even when resting heart rates were below
seventy, due to the stresses of the whole event. (I didn't think they'd be that high.) I also found it interesting
that some of us had heart rates 10+ bpm above others, depending presumably on levels of physical fitness.
The course we took is certified and used for those who require such certifications, and we each received
certificates for having completed the course. It's actually a rare opportunity for civilian private pilots; facilities
such as Edwards AFB in southern California used to offer this kind of training, but it's much less available for
civilian pilots than has been the case in the past. It was certainly an educational experience for all of us and
showed us a glimpse into our own physiological limits.

www.embc-air.org
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Stan Owen
Executive Member

nts?

Do I have instrumentation that operates
independently that agrees with one another
when displaying the information?

These and several more questions I found asking myself after listening to a presentation by Major
Claude Courcelles, National CASARA Liaison Officer, 1 Canadian Air Division. He had put on a
PowerPoint presentation about recent accidents, one involving an American private airplane that had
crashed in Canada. I had read an initial report about the accident several months previously and it went
like this:
Plane: Beech V35B
Departs: Oshkosh WI
Destination: Danbury CT
Crash Location: 200 NM north of Ottawa
I disregarded the initial report because it did not
make sense. How could an American leave an
airport in the United States destined for an airport
further south than his airport of origin (Oshkosh)
and end up crashing 200 miles north into Canada?
Then I listened to Major Claude Courcelles'
presentation. It all came together, and it shook me.
The Major's presentation is available to PTOs,
ZTOs and instructors within the CASARA
organization.
After you do, you will then understand why I now
ask myself my instrument questions.
Always learning!
Photo: Robert Northcott, taken on a
recent Cormorant ride on the island.
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by
Bill Emerslund (ZBB)
I believe that we had one of the top booths at the event - it was well set up with good effort and displays
and well staffed. The addition of Fred Carey's Airplane and Sanju Mitra's Search and Rescue Truck just
outside the door plus the outside ELT demonstrations added extra interest and attention from the
Cadets.
We had approximately 200 - 250 Cadets, Officers and others stop at the booth. In addition to Cadets
from local Squadron's, buses of Cadets came from Kamloops and other areas. Several Officers from
various Squadrons asked if we do presentations to the Air Cadets of their Squadrons.
Many thanks to all our volunteers: Fred Carey, Sanju Mitra, Jeanette Thompson, Wendy Scott, Wilfried
Braun, Olivier Villebrun, Louise Sorokan, Charley Cai and Trevor Black.
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Cadet Expo - From previous page.

CASARA
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Daniel has been an active
CASARA member for the BC
Southwest Zone in Boundary Bay
since 2012. During this time, he
was trained as a spotter and
navigator participating in
exercises and missions. Earlier in
2019, he finished his training as a
CASARA pilot and it is believed he
is the first in Canada to be
certified in all three crew
positions concurrently.

This newsletter requires input from you!
So, if you did anything, are, or will be
doing something in your Zone, let me
know (and thereby everyone else) with
a brief and snappy article...remember
however, that this is not the place for
the Great Canadian Novel, “How To”
pieces or those of an instructional
bent. These would best be placed as
links on our website, although
serialized articles are
acceptable...first and foremost, this
is a NEWSletter. Accompanying
interesting photos would be
to me,
m
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wonderful but they should be
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captioned. Write them, get them to
Black
Lookin
Trevor shaw.ca
me and I’ll do the rest.
chley@
fin

The deadline for the next issue is March 31

